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JOURNALING FOR
REFLECTION, GROWTH,

AND RECONNECTING WITH
YOUR MAGIC



Michael

Journaling (or free-writing) is an
incredibly powerful tool for exploration
, reflection, growth, grounding. . .all of
the things. It's also deceptively
challenging. Staring at a blank page
can be intimidating. Some prompts
can bring up unexpected emotions.
Others keep us frustratingly on the
surface of the depths we know are
there.

This collection of prompts, developed
over years of work with folks, is
designed to offer support, inspiration,
and gentle invitations. Hope you
enjoy!

Welcome!



The prompts that follow are in no particular order, so
you can flip/scroll anywhere to explore. I recommend

setting aside at least 20 minutes for each prompt and to
do something--lighting a candle, three deep breaths,
whatever--to create a bit of separation between your

writing time and the rest of the day.
 

The best way to engage with these is to read the
prompt, take a slow breath, and just start writing without
thinking or stopping for the full 20 minutes. Don't worry

about being coherent, just follow whatever threads
emerge and see where they take you. 

 
Happy Exploring!

Exploring the
Prompts

michael@michaelkass.co
www.storyandspirit.org

Q U E S T I O N S ?



Think of three people you admire, living or dead.
One who you know personally.

One that you don't know, but has influenced you in
some way.

One fictional character.
 

For each of these, list three characteristics that
you admire about them.

 
For each of the characteristics, explore what it is

about that characteristic that you find admirable or
impactful.



What is a moment, as recently as
possible, that you experienced a sense of

deep satisfaction?
 

(It doesn't have to be a Big Moment; even
a tiny moment of satisfaction is great.)

 
What was it about this moment that made

it so satisfying?



You're walking along and come upon a
small chest with your name on it. You

open it to discover a note from your Future
Self and a small gift.

 
Describe the chest.

What does it feel like to open it and
discover the letter?

What does the letter say? Is it in words,
images, or some other form of

communication?
What is the gift?



Visual prompt!
What do you notice first in this

picture?
What is your reaction?

What memories does it stir?



Write a letter to your future self.
 

What do you want them to know
or remember about this

particular moment in your life?



Write about a moment that you
experienced Magic (whatever

that word means to you)



Visual prompt!
What do you notice first in this

picture?
What is your reaction?

What memories does it stir?



You're standing on the beach, the waves
washing in and out. The sun is hovering

just above the horizon. As you gaze at the
water, there's a ripple and a human-liike

figure emerges, dressed in seaweed.
 

'Ah, there you are,' this figure says,
smiling gently at you. 'It's finally time to

tell you. . .'
 

You take it from there.



Write about a moment in your life that you
felt the most free.

 
You may also want to write about what
"freedom" looks and feels like to you!



Visual prompt!
What do you notice first in this

picture?
What is your reaction?

What memories does it stir?



It's 5 years from today and your life has
unfolded in the most beautiful, aligned,

magical way possible.
 

Describe your day in as much detail as
possible. What is your schedule like? Who

is with you? What do you eat?
 

If you feel the voice of judgement creep
in, you can notice it. . .then invite it to

imagine and play along with you.



What beliefs keep you from
believing in your own Magic &

Genius?
 

Imagine that these beliefs are
misguided allies, trying to help you.

. .in all the worst ways.
 

Write a letter to them.
What do you want them to

understand?
How do you want your relationship

with them to change?



Visual prompt!
What do you notice first in this

picture?
What is your reaction?

What memories does it stir?



I hope you found these prompts an
interesting and useful complement to your
writing, journaling, and/or reflective practice!
Please feel free to reach out with reflections,
suggestions, or just to say hi.

And if you'd like more in depth support, I'd
love to connect and am just an email away.

Much warmth and appreciation!

MK

Thank you for exploring!

T H E  E N D  ( A N D  T H E  B E G I N N I N G )


